Computational models of MRI characteristics of focal cortical dysplasia improve lesion detection.
In many patients, focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) is characterized by minor structural changes that may go unrecognized by standard radiological analysis. We previously demonstrated that visual analysis of a composite map based on three simple models of MRI features of FCD increased the sensitivity of FCD lesion detection, compared to visual analysis of conventional MRI. Here we report on the use of improved methods for characterizing FCD which improve contrast in the composite maps: a Laplacian-based metric for measuring cortical thickness, a convolutional kernel to model blurring of the GM-WM interface, and an operator to measure hyperintense T1 signal. To validate these methods, we processed the MRIs of 14 FCD patients with our original set of image processing operators and an improved set of image processing operators. Comparison of the composite maps associated with the two sets of operators revealed that contrast between lesional tissue and nonlesional cortex was significantly increased in the composite maps associated with the set of improved operators. Increasing this contrast is an important step toward the goal of automated FCD lesion detection.